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Abstract
This study examines the potential of Grammatical
Evolution to uncover a series of useful rules which
can assist in predicting corporate failure using information drawn from financial statements. A sample of 178 publically quoted, failed and non-failed
US firms, drawn from the period 1991 to 2000 are
used to train and test the model. The preliminary
findings indicate that the methodology has much
potential.

1 Introduction
The objective of this study is to determine whether an evolutionary automatic programming methodology, Grammatical
Evolution, is capable of uncovering useful structure in financial ratio information which can be used to predict corporate
failure.
Corporate failure is an essential component of an efficient
market economy, allowing the recycling of financial, human
and physical resources into more productive organisations
[10] [32]. However, many parties including shareholders,
providers of debt finance, employees, suppliers, customers,
managers and auditors have an interest in the financial health
of organisations as corporate failure can impose significant
private costs on all these groups. Even where total failure can
be averted by firm reorganization, the costs of major restructuring can be as high as 12% to 19% of firm value [41]. If a
trajectory leading to corporate failure can be identified sufficiently early to allow successful intervention, these costs can
be reduced. [14] suggest that indicators of corporate failure
can be present up to ten years prior to final failure, providing an opportunity for construction of models which predict
corporate failure.
Corporate failure can arise for many reasons. It may occur
due to a single catastrophic event or it may be the end result
of a lengthy process of decline. Under the second perspective,
corporate failure is a process which starts with management

defects, leading to poor decisions, leading to financial deterioration and finally resulting in corporate collapse [3] [20].
Most attempts to predict corporate failure implicitly assume
that management decisions critically impact on firm performance [5] [20]. The premise of this paper is that a series of
poor decisions lead to a deterioration in the financial health of
the firm and finally to its demise. Although the decisions are
not directly observable, their consequent affect on the financial health of the firm can be observed.
Previous studies have utilised a wide variety of explanatory
variables in the construction of corporate distress models 1 ,
including variables drawn from the financial statements of
firms, from financial markets, general macro-economic variables [29], and non-financial, firm-specific information, including director turnover [27]. In this study, we limit our attention to information drawn from the financial statements of
firms.
1.1 Potential for application of evolutionary automatic
programming
There are a number of reasons to suppose that the use of an
evolutionary automatic programming (EAP) approach such as
Genetic Programming (GP) or GE can prove fruitful in the
prediction of corporate failure. The problem domain is characterised by a lack of a strong theoretical framework, with
many plausible, competing explanatory variables. The selection of quality explanatory variables and model form represents a high-dimensional combinatorial problem, giving rise
to potential for an EAP methodology. Use of EAP also facilitates the development of complex fitness functions including
discontinuous, non-differentiable functions. This is of particular importance in a prediction domain as fitness criteria may
be complex. Generally, the cost of misclassifications of failing / non-failing firms will be asymmetric. Another useful
feature of an EAP approach is that it can produce humanreadable rules that have the potential to enhance understanding of the problem domain.
1

[3] and [22] provide good reviews of the development of empirical research in bankruptcy prediction.

1.2 Motivation for study
This study was motivated by a number of factors. Although a
substantial volume of research utilising traditional statistical
modelling techniques has been undertaken in the corporate
failure domain, to date only a limited number of studies have
applied GA / GP methodologies [39] [19] [6]. This study
builds on these initial studies and adopts a novel evolutionary
automatic programming approach.
1.3 Structure of paper
This contribution is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a
short discussion of prior literature in the corporate failure domain and outlines the definition of corporate failure employed
in this study. Section 3 provides an introduction to Grammatical Evolution. Section 4 describes both the data utilised, and
the model development process adopted in this paper. Section
5 provides the results of the constructed model. Finally, conclusions and a discussion of the limitations of the contribution
are provided in Section 6.

2 Background
Formal research into the prediction of corporate failure has
a long history [12] [35] [16]. Early statistical studies such
as [7], adopted a univariate methodology, identifying which
accounting ratios had greatest classification accuracy when
identifying failing and non-failing firms. Although this approach did demonstrate classification power, it suffers from
the shortcoming that a single weak financial ratio may be offset (or exacerbated) by the strength (or weakness) of other
financial ratios. [1] addressed this issue by employing a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) model, which utilised both
financial and market data concerning a firm, and this was
found to improve the classification accuracy of the developed
models. The discriminant function which produced the best
classification performance in Altman’s 1968 study was:
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where:

X1 = working capital to total assets
X2 = retained earnings to total assets
X3 = earnings before interest and taxes to total assets
X4 = market value of equity to book value of total debt
X5 = sales to total assets
LDA assumes both multi-variate normality and the equality
of the covariance matrices of each classification group. Generally, these assumptions do not hold for financial ratio data.
Other statistical methodologies which have been applied include logit and probit regression models [13] [42] [24]. In
recent times, methodologies applied to this problem domain

have included neural networks [34] [33] [40], genetic algorithms [39] [19] and hybrid neural network / genetic algorithm
models [6].
2.1 Definition of Corporate Failure
No unique definition of corporate failure exists [3]. Possible definitions range from failure to earn an economic rate of
return on invested capital given the risk of the business, to
legal bankruptcy followed by liquidation of the firm’s assets.
Any attempt to uniquely define corporate failure is likely to
prove problematic. While few publicly quoted companies fail
in any given year2 , poorer performers are liable to acquisition
by more successful firms. Thus, two firms may show a similar financial trajectory towards failure, but one firm may be
acquired and ‘turned-around’ whilst the other may fail.
The definition of corporate failure adopted in this study is
the entry of a firm into Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 of the US
Bankruptcy code. The selection of this definition provides
an objective benchmark as the occurrence, and date of occurrence, of either of these events can be determined through
examination of regulatory filings. Chapter 7 covers corporate liquidations and Chapter 11 covers corporate reorganizations, which usually follow a period of financial distress.
Under Chapter 11, management is required to file a reorganisation plan in bankruptcy court and seek approval for this
plan. When the court grants approval for the plan the firm is
released from Chapter 11 bankruptcy and continues to trade.
In most cases, Chapter 11 reorganisations involve significant
financial losses for both shareholders [30] and creditors [11]
of the distressed firm. [23], in a study of the outcomes of
Chapter 11 filings, found that ‘there were few sucessful reorganisations’ (p. 125), despite a perception that some management teams were using Chapter 11 filings as a deliberate
strategy for dealing with certain firm specific events such as
onerous labor contracts or produce liability claims 3 .
2.2 Explanatory variables utilised in prior literature
Five groupings of explanatory variables, drawn from financial
statements, are given prominence in prior literature [4]:
i. Liquidity
ii. Debt
iii. Profitability
iv. Activity / Efficiency
v. Size
2
[42] reports that this rate is less than 0.75% in the US and [22]
suggests that the rate is below 2% in the UK.
3
[23] report that out of a sample of 73 firms entering Chapter 11
between 1980 and 1986, only 44 were sucessfully reorganized with
only 15 of these firms emerging from Chapter 11 with more than
50% of their prebankruptcy assets.

Liquidity refers to the availability of cash resources to meet
short-term cash requirements. Debt measures focus on the
relative mix of funding provided by shareholders and lenders.
Profitability considers the rate of return generated by a firm, in
relation to its size, as measured by sales revenue and/or asset
base. Activity measures consider the operational efficiency of
the firm in collecting cash, managing stocks and controlling
its production or service process. Firm size provides information on both the sales revenue and asset scale of the firm
and also provides a proxy metric on firm history. The groupings of potential explanatory variables can be represented by
a wide range of individual financial ratios, each with slightly
differing information content. The groupings themselves are
interconnected, as weak (or strong) financial performance in
one area will impact on another. For example, a firm with a
high level of debt, may have lower profitability due to high interest costs. Whatever modelling methodology is applied, the
initial problem is to select a quality set of model inputs from
a wide array of possible financial ratios, and then to combine
these ratios using suitable weightings in order to construct a
high quality classifier. Given the large search space, an evolutionary automatic programming methodology has promise.

2.3 Results of Prior Literature

3

Grammatical Evolution

Grammatical Evolution (GE) is an evolutionary algorithm
that can evolve computer programs in any language. Rather
than representing the programs as syntax trees, as in traditional GP [18], a linear genome representation is adopted. A
genotype-phenotype mapping process is used to generate the
output program for each individual in the population. Each individual, a variable length binary string, contains in its codons
(groups of n-bits, where n equals 8 here) the information to select production rules from a Backus Naur Form (BNF) grammar. The BNF is a plug-in component to the mapping process,
that represents the output language in the form of production
rules. It is comprised of a set of non-terminals that can be
mapped to elements of the set of terminals, according to the
production rules.
An example excerpt from a BNF grammar is given below.
These productions state that S can be replaced with either one
of the non-terminals expr, if-stmt, or loop.
S ::= expr
| if-stmt
| loop

(0)
(1)
(2)

The grammar is used in a generative process to construct
a program by applying production rules, selected by the
genome, beginning from the start symbol of the grammar.
In order to select a rule in GE, the next codon value on the
genome is read and placed in the following formula:

Earlier studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [9] [6] have suggested that the
classification accuracy of failure models increases rapidly as
the date of final failure approaches. Generally, results indicate that the most significant deterioration in financial ratios
occurs in the third year prior to eventual failure. Although
sample sizes, dates and methodologies differ between studies,
these findings have been replicated in a broad series of studies. In Altman’s 1968 study [1], the developed LDA model
correctly identified (in-sample) 95% of failing firms one year
prior to failure. The classification accuracy fell to 72% and
48% in the second and third year prior to failure. [2] demonstrated a classification accuracy (in-sample) of approximately
93% in the year prior to failure declining to 68% four years
prior to failure. [40] report in-sample classifications of 98.7%
for a neural network model, one-year prior to failure, and 95%
for a logit model on the same data. [39] reports in-sample
classification accuracy for a GA based model of approximately 97%, one year prior to failure. In-sample classification
accuracies provide a limited assessment of model generalisability. Enhanced in-sample classification accuracies could
result from data-mining. Hence, in this study, developed models are solely assessed based on classification performance on
out-of-sample data.
A description of the evolutionary automatic programming
system used to evolve rules for prediction of corporate failure is provided in the next section.

Rule

=

C odon V alue M OD

#

Rules

If the next codon integer value was 4, given that we have
3 rules to select from as in the above example, we get
M OD
. S will therefore be replaced with the
non-terminal if-stmt.
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3 = 1

Beginning from the left hand side of the genome codon integer values are generated and used to select rules from the
BNF grammar, until one of the following situations arise:
i. A complete program is generated. This occurs when all
the non-terminals in the expression being mapped, are
transformed into elements from the terminal set of the
BNF grammar.
ii. The end of the genome is reached, in which case the
wrapping operator is invoked. This results in the return of the genome reading frame to the left hand side
of the genome once again. The reading of codons will
then continue unless an upper threshold representing the
maximum number of wrapping events has occurred during this individual’s mapping process. This threshold is
currently set to ten events.
iii. In the event that a threshold on the number of wrapping events is exceeded and the individual is still incom-

pletely mapped, the mapping process is halted, and the
individual assigned the lowest possible fitness value.
GE uses a steady state replacement mechanism, such that,
two parents produce two children the best child replacing the
worst individual in the current population if the child has a
greater fitness. In the case where both children have the same
fitness and are better than the current population worst, a child
is chosen at random. The standard genetic operators of point
mutation, and crossover (one point) are adopted. It also employs a duplication operator that duplicates a random number
of codons and inserts these into the penultimate codon position on the genome. A full description of GE can be found in
[26] [25] [31].

The choice of explanatory variables is hindered by the lack of
a clear theoretical framework which explains corporate failure [5] [38] [40]. Most empirical work on corporate failure
adopts an ad-hoc approach to variable selection. Prior to the
selection of the potential explanatory variables for inclusion
in this study, a total of ten previous studies were examined
[7] [1] [2] [9] [24] [33] [17] [6] [37] [21]. These studies employed a total of 58 distinct ratios divided amongst the five
classifications noted by [4]. A subset of 22 of the most commonly used financial ratios was selected for this study. The
selected ratios were:
i. EBIT / Sales
ii. EBITDA / Sales
iii. EBIT / Total Assets

4 Problem Domain & Experimental Approach

iv. Gross Profit / Sales
v. Net Income / Total Assets

This section describes both the data utilised by, and the model
development process adopted in, this study.

vi. Net Income / Sales
vii. Return on Assets

4.1 Sample Definition and Model Data

viii. Return on Equity

A total of 178 firms were selected judgementally (89 failed,
89 non-failed), from the Compustat Database [8] 4 . The criteria for selection of the failed firms were:
i. Inclusion in the Compustat database in the period 19912000
ii. Existence of required data for a period of three years
prior to entry into Chapter 7 or Chapter 11
iii. Sales revenues must exceed $1M

ix. Return on Investment
x. Cash / Sales
xi. Sales / Total Assets
xii. Inventory / Cost of Goods Sold
xiii. Inventory / Working Capital
xiv. Fixed Assets / Total Assets
xv. Retained Earnings / Total Assets
xvi. Cash from Operators / Sales
xvii. Cash from Operations / Total Liabilities

The first criterion limits the study to publicly quoted, US corporations. The second criterion injects an element of bias into
the sample in that companies without a three year financial
history prior to entering Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 are omitted.
Twenty-two potential explanatory variables, are collected for
each firm for the three years prior to entry into Chapter 7 or
Chapter 115 . For every failing firm, a matched non-failing
firm is selected. They are matched both by industry sector
and size (sales revenue three years prior to failure) 6 . The set
of 178 matched firms are randomly divided into model building (128 firms) and out-of-sample (50 firms) datasets. The
dependant variable is binary (0,1), representing either a nonfailed or a failed firm.
4
Firms from the financial sector were excluded on grounds of
lack of comparability of their financial ratios with other firms in the
sample.
5
The date of entry into Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 was determined
by examining regulatory filings for each firm.
6
It is recognised that the use of an equalised, matched sample
entails sampling bias and eliminates firm size and industry nature as
potential explanatory variables (see [22] for a detailed discussion of
these points). It is noted that utilising an unmatched sample imposes
its own bias.

xviii. Working Capital / Total Assets
xix. Quick Assets / Total Assets
xx. Total Liabilities / Total Assets
xxi. Leverage
xxii. EBIT / Interest

5

Results

Accuracy of the developed models is assessed based on the
overall classification accuracy arising in both the modelbuilding and out-of-sample datasets. For simplicity, the cost
of each type of classification error is assumed to be symmetric in this study. The fitness function could be easily altered
to bias the model development process to minimise a specific
type of classification error if required, and later studies will
address this issue.
The classification problem which plays an important role in
decision-making, consists of assigning observations to disjoint groups [28]. The decision scenario faced in this study

comprises a binary classification. In general, the construction of classifier systems such as linear discriminant analysis,
logit or ANN models consists of two components, the determination of a valuation rule which is applied to each observation, and the determination of a ‘cut-off’ value. The grammar
adopted in this study is given below and its output is interpreted using a fixed 0.5 cut-off value to produce a classification.
lc : output = expr ;
expr : ( expr ) + ( expr )
| coeff * var
var : var1[index] | var2[index] | var3[index]
| var4[index] | var5[index] | var6[index]
| var7[index] | var8[index] | var9[index]
| var10[index] | var11[index] | var12[index]
| var13[index] | var14[index] | var15[index]
| var16[index] | var17[index] | var18[index]
| var19[index] | var20[index] | var21[index]
| var22[index]
coeff : ( coeff ) op ( coeff )
| float
op : + | - | *
float : 20 | -20 | 10 | -10 | 5 | -5 | 4 | -4
| 3 | -3 | 2 | -2 | 1 | -1 | .1 | -.1

The above grammar generates classifiers of the form:
output

=(
+(

< some expression >

< some expression >

)+
)

varX
varY

::

Any combination of the twenty two explanatory variables can
be exploited by an evolved classifier, including zero or more
occurrences of any one variable. This is in contrast to an LDA
approach where classifiers would generally utilise all the explanatory variables within the expression. In the LDA case,
of course some of those variables could be switched off by
multiplying their value by zero.
Three series of models were constructed using explanatory
variables drawn from one, two and three years (T1, T2 and
T3) prior to failure. For each set of models, 30 runs were
conducted using population sizes of 500, running for 100 generations, adopting one-point crossover at a probability of 0.9,
and bit mutation at 0.01, along with a steady state replacement
strategy.
A plot of the mean average and mean best fitness values over
the 30 runs for each time period can be seen in Figure 1.
Years Prior to Failure
1
2
3

In Sample
85.9%
82.8%
75.8%

Out Of Sample
80%
80%
70%

models generated falls off gracefully as we move out each
year. It is interesting to note that out-of-sample there is no
performance difference between the evolved models in periods T1 and T2, both giving 80% correct classifications.
The best classifiers evolved for each period are given in Table
2.
5.1 Discussion
The classification results of the evolved models show
promise. Despite drawing a sample from a wide variety of
industrial sectors, the models demonstrate a high classification accuracy in and out-of-sample, which degrades gracefully rather than suddenly in the third year prior to failure.
Although the evolved models were free to select from twentytwo potential explanatory variables, it is notable that each
model only employed a small subset of these. This lends support to the proposition that many financial ratios have similar
information content and that classification accuracy is not enhanced through the construction of models with a large number of these ratios. It is also notable that each model has (approximately) included one variable drawn from the four main
categories of explanatory variables suggested in the corporate failure literature (Liquidity, Debt, Profitability, and Activity/Efficiency), lending empirical support to earlier work 8 .
The risk factors suggested by each model differ somewhat and
contain some less-intuitive but nonetheless plausible findings.
Examining the best classifer evolved for T1 suggests that risk
factors include low return on assets, low retained earnings
and a high ratio of total liabilities to total assets, which concords with financial intuition. Less obviously, a high ratio
of inventory to net liquid assets (inventory+receivables+cashpayables) is also a risk factor, possibly resulting from depletion of cash or build-up of inventories as failure approaches.
Risk factors for firms at T2 include low return on assets and
a low ratio of earnings to interest costs. Less intuitive risk
factors indicated are a low ratio of fixed assets to total assets
and a high ratio of sales to total assets. The former could indicate firms with a lower safety cushion of saleable resources
which could be sold to stave-off collapse, the latter could be
serving as a proxy variable for firms with rapid sales growth.
Over-rapid sales growth can be a danger signal, indicating that
management resources are being spread too-thinly.
Finally, risk factors indicated for firms at T3 include low return on assets, a low ratio of profit to interest charge, a low
level of cash generated from operations and as for T2, a high
ratio of sales to total assets.

Table 1: The best classification accuracies reported for each
of the three years prior to failure.

Although each model is evolved seperately, the general form
of each model appears consistent with the hypothesis that

The best individuals evolved for each period are reported in
Table7 1. In-sample it can be seen that the performance of the

els rejects a null hypothesis, at the 5% level, that the out-of-sample
classification accuracies are not significantly better than chance.
8
Size, the fifth category, is not considered in this study due to the
matching process utilized.
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Calculation of Press’s Q statistic [15] for each of these mod-
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Figure 1: A comparison of the mean best fitness between T1, T2, and T3 (left), and of the mean average fitness values (right)
for the same time periods.
Years Prior to Failure
1
2
3

Best Classifier
output = -3*var7-5*var8+3*var17-20*var19+4*var24
output = -2*var8+10*var15-10*var18-2*var25
output = -4*var8+20*var15-72.9*var20-10*var25

Table 2: The best classifiers evolved for each of the years analysed.
there is a financial trajectory towards failure. Low profits
and high interest payments as a percentage of profits in periods T3 and T2 indicate a firm in financial difficulties, with
an erosion of the safety cushion provided by high levels of
(saleable) fixed assets indicated in the risk factors at T2. The
final year prior to failure sees additional risk factors indicated
by high levels of debt and reducing cash balances / inventory
build-up.

6 Conclusions & Future Work
GE was shown to successfully evolve useful rules for prediction of corporate failure with a performance equivalent to
that reported in prior studies. In assessing the performance of
the developed models, a number of caveats must be borne in
mind. The premise underlying this paper (and all empirical
work on corporate failure prediction) is that corporate failure
is a process, commencing with poor management decisions,
and that the trajectory of this process can be tracked using accounting ratios. This approach does have inherent limitations.
It will not forecast corporate failure which results from a sudden environmental event. It is also likely that the explanatory
variables utilised contain noise. Commentators [5] [36] have
noted that managers may attempt to utilise creative accounting practices to manage earnings and / or disguise signs of
distress. Additionally, financial data is produced on a timelagged basis. Although not undertaken in this preliminary
study, the incorporation of non-financial qualitative explanatory variables or variables related to the firm’s share price per-

formance could further improve classification accuracy. Another limitation of all models of corporate distress is that the
underlying relationships may not be stationary [4] [17]. Accounting standards and economic environment faced by firms
will vary over time. Finally, the firms sampled in this study
are relatively large and are publically quoted. Thus, the findings of this study may not extend to small businesses.
Despite these limitations, the high economic and social costs
of corporate failure imply that models which can indicate declining financial health will have utility. Given the lack of a
clear theory underlying corporate failure, empirical modelling
usually adopts a combinatorial approach, a task for which GE
is well suited. The results of this preliminary study indicate
that GE has useful potential for the construction of corporate
failure models.
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